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1 CESeasy app

1 CESeasy app
1.1 Download
The CESeasy app is available for Android and iPhone. Simply scan the QR code to download the
app.
The QR code is able to detect whether you are using an Android phone or iPhone, and
refers you to the correct app.

CESeasy app “access”

If the scan does not work, please open the following link on your smartphone. The link is also able
to detect whether you are using an Android phone or iPhone, and refers you to the correct app.
https://ces.qr1.at/CESeasyApp

1.2 Compatible smartphones
Smartphone prerequisites:
l

iOS (iOS 9.2 or higher) or Android (Android 4.4 or higher)
l

If you use an iPhone: iPhone 4S or newer models

l

Bluetooth 4.0 or higher

l

suitable for Bluetooth Low Energy

1.3 Location sharing
To enable the CESeasy app to connect to the lock, the location transmission must be activated.
This applies to both the settings of the app itself (CESeasy app must be allowed to share the
location) and the location transmission of your smartphone (location transmission must be
activated for the smartphone).
If you use an Android smartphone, you may have to set the location transmission once
manually in the settings of the CESeasy app after it has been installed.
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2 Operation

2 Operation
2.1 Menu items
Locks

You will only be shown locks in the near vicinity for which you have a key.
Therefore, this list is always short and easy to read.

My keys

Here all your keys are shown, irrespective of whether the matching locks are in the
vicinity.
A key in the app can only be used for one lock, not for several locks. Hence,
per lock one key is displayed in the app.

Refresh keys

Contacts the web platform and receives the latest changes of your keys.
Whenever the CESeasy app is opened, it contacts the web platform
automatically.

Add key

Here you can add keys manually. To add a key, you have to enter the reference
code in the email which contains your key. The reference code is the link in the
email. It is easier to click directly onto the link.

About this app

Here you can change the language of the app, and you will find some app
information.

Scan

Scans the surroundings once again for locks.
Whenever the CESeasy app is opened, it automatically scans the
surroundings for locks in the near vicinity.
If you have created favourites ("Favourites" on the facing page), you can
select them here.

Please note the difference between “Scan” and “Refresh keys”.

(“Scan") scans the
surroundings for new locks in
the near vicinity
“Refresh keys"
contacts the web
platform
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2.2 Favourites
With "Favourites" you can limit the list of displayed keys which allows for a quick access. You can
categorise your keys with four colours, e.g. blue = favourite private keys, red = favourite business
keys.
How to add keys to "Favourites"
Here you can limit the key
list to your favourites.
To add a key to "Favourites",
tap on the favourites symbol
until the desired colour
appears.

How to sort the favourites list
The tab “My keys" allows you to set the order in which the favourites list is displayed under
“Locks":

Select you desired favourites (e.g.
Keep the sorting symbol

).

pressed and

move the key up or down.

How to limit locks to "Favourites"

To limit the locks lists to "Favourites", tap on

If you have selected a favourite (e.g.

(“Scan").

), you will see all

the locks to which the selected favourite keys belong.
The locks are not necessarily within reach.
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2.3 How to open or close a lock

Under “Locks”, tap on “Open” or “Close” next to the desired
lock.

If the desired lock is not displayed:
You have to verify under “My keys” whether you have a key for
this particular lock.
Make sure that the keys displayed are not limited to
"Favourites"!

Check whether the locks in the vicinity displayed under “Locks”
is limited to "Favourites". Lift your restrictions.

Click on

(“Scan").

If the lock still is not shown, you have to move closer to it and
click
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(“Scan”) again.
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2.4 Language
In "About this app”, you can select the language of the CESeasy app.
The standard settings are “Automatic", which uses the language settings of your
smartphone.
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C. Ed. Schulte GmbH
Zylinderschlossfabrik
Friedrichstraße 243
D-42551 Velbert
+49 2051 204 0
+49 2051 204 229
info@ces.eu

United Kingdom

CES Security Solutions Ltd.
Unit 4 Kendon Business Park
Maritime Close, Medway City Estate
Rochester, Kent ME2 4JF
+44 1 634 713 369
+44 1 634786833
info@uk.ces.eu
Middle East

CESnederland B.V.

A.G.P Advanced German Products LLC

Lage Brink 9
NL-7317 BD Apeldoorn

PO Box 102761
UAE Dubai

+31 55-52 66 89 0

+971 4 885 7050

+31 55-52 66 89 9

+971 4 369 7051

infonl@ces.eu

+971 4 390 8935
info@agp-dubai.com

CESfrance SARL
8 Impasse Charles Petit
F-75011 Paris
+33 1 44 87 07 56
+33 1 43 07 35 78
infofr@ces.eu

Austria

César A. Cárcamo
Büro: Wiener Bundesstrasse 33
A-4050 Traun
+43 660-73 20 311
+43 732-21 00 22 2681
office@ces.at

CESitalia srl
V. d. vecchie Fondamenta, 4
Straße d. A. Gründungen 4
I-39044 Egna / Neumarkt (BZ)
+39 0471 812 294
+39 0471 812 294
info@it.ces.eu

CESrom srl.
Str. Metalurgistilor 3 D
RO-550137 Sibiu
+40 269-206 00 2
+40 269-206 00 5
info@ro.ces.eu

Belgium

LockingSystems
Guy Lambrechts
Van Haeftenlaan 10
BE-2950 Kapellen
+32 497 946267
guy.lambrechts@ces.eu
Spain

Benidorm Locks S.L.
Av. Marina Baixa s / n
Partida Torrent
ES-03530 La Nucia, Alicante
+34 96 689 79 79
+34 96 689 79 78
info@benidormlocks.com

www.ces.eu

